e-Learning Program
We are glad to introduce our e-Learning solutions to meet the new requirements
of PCI DSS or PA DSS 3.2 for developers a well as for the security awareness requirements.

Module 1

PCI DSS and PA DSS annual training program

UBI-110 Introduction to the risks for
application design including cybercrime
monetization and what is required for the
design methodology by the council.

For Developers

Are you are looking for a solution towards the new annual requirement
6.5 for PCI DSS 3.2 or PA DSS 5.1.7 to train your developers toward
Application Security?

Module 2
UBI-120 Description of modern attacks like
memory scrapping and JavaScript injection.

We have the solution:
Ubitrak provides a new up-to-date e-Learning
class on how to design secure applications while
meeting the PCI standards.

Module 3
UBI-130 Defensive software design, a must
today and available tools to prevent attacks.

Our e-Learning course contains 4 modules designed to provide 8 CPE*,
has been developed by security experts including PA-QSAs and University
Teachers. It covers the newest techniques in application security for
different types of O/S and needs. This course is designed for developers
at all levels of experience and it is programming language agnostic

PCI DSS and PA DSS annual training program

Module 4
UBI-140 Comprehensive overview of the
SDLC vs PCI DSS requirements, Testing
tools, modern prevention system and WAF.
* Continuing Professional Education. The course is composed
of 4 modules of typically 2 hours including Quiz.
Some experienced developers may do it faster.

Security Awareness

As well, our course on security awareness and PCI DSS standard is designed to respond quickly and efficiently to PCI DSS
requirements 12.6. We not only cover the subjects required by the PCI DSS standard but also address new modern attacks
such as phishing that can affect the daily PCI staff. The training is available in various categories of PCI DSS functions
and in a few different languages.
This developer training is also available for PA DSS (in English only).
Please visit us at: http://www.ubitrak.com/en/boutique

Protect your data. Everywhere at all time.

